
Meeting minutes for Tir Righ Curia @ 13 Mar 2021 10 am  

 

Words from Prince Vikingr Eriksson and Princess Lishinia Aurelia - thank you  

Financial Report will be sent in Via Exchequer Dame Elena De Maisnilwarin 

Tir Righ Seneschal Master Ljotr 

 reports all shire but one but in contact  

 Nothing new to report otherwise 

Kingdom seneschal reports good chance as of May there may be removal of blanket closures, and as of 

June may have wavers start again, but we won’t know for sure until the country officially opens  

 Kheron - nothing new to report in waiting for things to come  

Dame Elena De Maisnilwarin nothing new to report, Friends of Tir Righ has an online auction  

Princess Lishinia Aurelia has nothing new for awards tokens  

 Kheron Azov asks about award for Silver Lyre – this has not been completed yet might be able to 

arrange that  

 Throne project has an updated sketch for the new thrones will send out new version for 

everyone to approve  

No previous minutes available at time of Curia. 

 

Anthony Silver Yale 

 Despite Tir Righ comprising approximately 20% of the population of An Tir, our submissions and 

returns are comprising 48% of all submissions from the kingdom for the past 18 months. 

 Anthony will be stepping down in just under a year, and hopes to have a successor by the end of 

August to ensure a smooth transition.  There are also a few internal positions moving around.  

 The Principality bank account holds $4070.30 in the College’s name. 

 The College of Heralds would like a zoom account.  We will discuss this under new business. 

Additional exchequer training available soon, possible date 28th of March 

Earl Marshall Armsmaster Ts’ai T’ien-p’u 

 Not much to report opening this week might do outdoor practice possibly May Need approval 

when that happens,  at this time we are waiting for go ahead, they will open practice again 

when the country has decided to commence activities. Then there will be a session on reporting 

and getting back into the swing of things. Concern that there might be people who have done 

nothing and aging and practice are out and being careful about bodies and skill level. Must wait 

till kingdom opens up for practices.  

 Seagirt has new archery marshal  



Nothing new from the chronicler, will be moving ahead for new replacement  

Nothing new from a&s  

Aline de Seez chatelaine 

 Working with receiving and retention, received surveys where we tried to talk to people who 

are less than 5 years in the SCA. The data is getting processed and then will be presented with 

patterns and formula to find out why stagnation, thus making it easier to understand and pass 

on the information  

 Several branches without chatelaines but continue to report in and keep in touch  

Taliesin Ap Hafgan 

 8 of 13 shires maintain scriptoriums or scribal groups, and was able to send out Kingdom and 

Principality charters as well as maintaining workshops within those branches. Secondly now has 

a contingency, Maminka Shevelykha the Bohemian is the NEW deputy. She plans to assume the 

office 6 months after the Kingdom has resumed and she can complete the training. 

Keeper of the seal not available for this meeting 

Tutur governor Jacqueline Le Fleur 

 There is a lot going on! Recently we are planning to have a call out for submissions to be 

announced, also 3 online events at the end of the quarter Classes are happening!  

 Movement in Kingdom to incorporate technology and substantive changes (Governor not in 

favour of all changes) wants better connection for two groups. Her positon is up soon but would 

like to request a 1 year extention because of changes and happenings to keep organization and 

continuity because of recent events. 

Webminister not available 

 but contacted with not much to report, minor email issues that she is looking into.  

 Note: the forms seem to be out of date on website and need to be updated  

Princess Lishinia Aurelia Throne project is moving slowly but coming along see previous notes from 

Princess Lishinia Aurelia 

NEW BUSINESS 

Paid zoom account – many branches are piggy backing on personal accounts, hoping for a paid account 

possibly a shared account for the college and TUTR  

Dame Elena De Maisnilwarin - kingdom is requiring a business proposal as of the money cost and then 

credit cards attached, the other point is that teams is already in place and meetings can be used on that 

platform. If you want to propose a change reach out via officer email to bring information forward  

Jacqueline Le Fleur – has been doing research to how events have been managed, finding most are held 

on zoom and that principality wide zoom is more efficient than teams allowing for breakout rooms etc  

Dame Elena De Maisnilwarin - Financial committee will discuss separately offline  



Dame Elena De Maisnilwarin - Postage stipend for scribal challenges – 48 hour challenge as well – cost of 

mailing is expensive and scribes are donating time and supplies and then sending in mail out of pockets 

is there a possibility of Tir Righ covering $5 as a stipend of the cost currently cover cost for charters. It 

was brought up that because of the SCA “courier service” being closed Taliesin Ap Hafgan has been 

driving scrolls and charters across the country of his own time and knows that mailing an average scroll 

may cost closer to $8 or more 

Bring it to kingdom is what Dame Elena De Maisnilwarin suggested - also Financial committee will 

discuss separately offline 

New principality seneschal – Ljotr Einarsson is stepping down, Kheron stepping up effective at end of 

Curia 

 


